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Abstract 
A generalization procedure which reconstructs mathematical inductions that are expanded in 
a proof of an example is formulated under a typed d-calculus that is newly defined for increasing 
the applicability of the procedure. The I-calculus, an extension of logical framework, allows 
recursions and inductions on natural numbers, and inferences on linear arithmetical terms are 
built into its type system. The generalization procedure is iterated in a bottom-up fashion to 
construct nested inductions. Consequently, it can also find inductions whose induction formula 
is a limited form of bounded quantification. 
1. Introduction 
Arguments using concrete examples often result in friendly communication between 
humans who exchange knowledge with each other. This must also be true for human- 
computer interaction. In this paper, we discuss the use of examples in the field of proof- 
checking or theorem-proving, in which a human and a machine communicate 
mathematical proofs with each other. We investigate principles for constructing aproof- 
checker that allows arguments beginning with “For example.. .” A user of such a proof- 
checker writes a proof of a theorem using a concrete example, and the proof-checker 
automatically generalizes the proof of the example to that of the general case. 
In this paper, we focus on the problem of reconstructing mathematical inductions 
that are expanded in a proof of an example. A mathematical induction of the form 
CACill 
A CO1 A[i+l] . 
A Cnl 
is expanded to A[ 11, 
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if n is equal to 2 in a concrete proof. Reconstructing a mathematical induction means 
recovering the former inductive proof given the latter concrete one. In the machine 
learning community, this problem is called generalization-to-N or generalizing number, 
and has been studied by several researchers in the field of explanation-based learning 
[5,9,15,16]. 
Since proof generalization as discussed above is a kind of proof transformation, we 
need a framework in which proofs can be treated as first-class objects. The framework 
based on typed A-calculi [2,11] is probably the best for the purpose. The aim of this 
paper is to propose a typed A-calculus uitable for proof generalization or prooing-by- 
example, and rigorously formulate the generalization procedure under the calculus. 
The most important benefit of using typed A-calculi is that various syntactical 
constructs can be treated in a uniform fashion. For our purpose, a single generaliz- 
ation procedure suffices to generalize programs, propositions, types and proofs. 
In this paper, we extend logical framework [ll], one of the typed A-calculi of 
lambda cube [2]. The extended calculus allows recursions and inductions on natural 
numbers, and inferences on linear arithmetical terms are built into its type system. The 
extension corresponds to that of logic programming by constraints [6]. The con- 
straint solver tests constraints between arithmetical terms while cooperating with the 
ordinary type-checking algorithm. 
We then formulate a bottom-up procedure for generalizing a concrete proof by 
recovering inductions that are expanded in the concrete proof. The procedure can 
reconstruct inductions whose induction formula A[i] is of the form 3xB[i,x], where 
B[i, x] is atomic. The generalization procedure is iterated in a bottom-up fashion to 
construct nested inductions. Consequently, it can also find inductions whose induc- 
tion formula A [i] is of the form Vj(j < i I B[i, j]), and whose induction step consists of 
proofs of two propositions ViB[i,i] and ViVj(j<i~ B[i,j] =,B[i+ l,j]). This kind of 
induction often appears in a correctness proof of an array algorithm, in which an 
output of the algorithm is constructed while elements of an input array are sequen- 
tially scanned. The correctness proof of the selection sort algorithm in Section 3 is 
a typical example. We call such an induction a triangular induction here, because it 
takes a triangular shape if it is expanded in a concrete proof. 
In Section 2, we compare our work with related ones, This section may be skipped 
in the first reading. In Section 3, we examine the correctness proof of the selection sort 
algorithm. In the following sections, we first present the typed A-calculus, giving its 
inference rules and some of its properties. We then formulate the generalization 
procedure. We finally examine how a triangular induction can be reconstructed from 
a concrete proof with the generalization procedure. 
2. Related works 
In 1983 Barzdin [3] did a pioneering work in proof generalization, Since the 
motivation and purpose of his work coincide with those of ours, his approach and 
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ours share a lot in common. The most important similarity is in their generalization 
procedures. The procedure in [3] finds a repetition from two (or more) iterations and 
maximally extends (or shifts) the repetition. Our procedure in principle takes a similar 
strategy. 
The largest difference between the work in [3] and ours is that in our work, proofs 
and programs are represented by terms while they are represented by strings in [3]. 
Our generalization procedure is applied on terms and the result of generalization is 
also a term in a L-calculus. When the result represents a proof, the type system of the 
calculus guarantees that it is a valid proof, i.e., it is an inductive proof in a certain 
formal system. Moreover, in some cases, typing constraints guaranteeing the validity 
of a proof are used to control generalization. Notice, on the other hand, that [3] does 
not handle a proof in a tree form. Proof records in [3] are only sequences of proof 
steps. 
Secondly, in our approach, mathematical inductions and recursive functions are 
represented by recursion terms whose second argument can be a A-abstraction 
representing an induction step or a recursion step. Each A-abstraction introduces 
a new bound variable that ranges up to the number of iterations. In [3], on the other 
hand, a dots expression may contain only one variable K. This corresponds to 
restricting a recursion term 
in such a way that x appears in M[x] always with coefficient 1. This must be 
a significant restriction. 
In [3], completeness of the generalization procedure is shown to hold. This must 
also be done for our formalism as a future work. 
Although the problem of generalizing number has been studied in the field of 
explanation-based learning [15, 161, there are not many works specifically aimed at 
obtaining inductive proofs from concrete ones. 
Bruynooghe et al. [S] use a concrete proof to guide unfold/fold program trans- 
formation, but a concrete proof is not directly generalized. Since the program 
obtained by their program transformation corresponds to an inductive proof whose 
induction formula is a conjunction, we must extend our approach to cope with 
conjunctive induction formulas in order to directly generalize a concrete proof to 
obtain a transformed program. 
In her recent work in [ 11, Baker uses a formal system with constructive w-rules for 
proof generalization. In her work, the result of proof generalization is represented by 
a proof containing o-rules that are constructive in the sense that there exists a recur- 
sive procedure which returns a proof for each natural number. Her approach is 
powerful because an arbitrary recursive procedure can be used to represent a general- 
ized proof. 
On the other hand, we use ordinary recursion terms for representing the result of 
generalization. Consequently, its validity is guaranteed by the type system of the 
calculus. We improved the descriptive power of recursion terms by introducing 
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Fig. 1. Selection sort. 
implicit arithmetical inferences into the type system. As a future work, we plan to 
apply our formalism to those problems handled in her work. 
3. Selection sort 
Let swap a i j denote the result of swapping the ith and jth elements of array a, and 
minindex ui denote the index of the least element of u[i],u[i+l],u[i+2], . ...’ Let 
a, be an arbitrary array. We successively make the following definitions. 
k. = minindex a0 0, u,=swap uoOko, 
kl =minindex al 1, u2=swap aI 1 kl, 
kz = minindex a2 2, u,=swap uz2kz, 
k3 = minindex u3 3, u4=swap a33 ko, . . . 
We can then prove 
as follows. Using the properties of swap and minindex , we can first prove 
uz[O] <uz[l]. From this, a3[O] <u3[1] is derived because u3[0] =uz[O] and 
u3 [l] =a2 [l] hold. From this, u4[O] <ub[l] is further derived. As we proved 
u2[0] <u2[1], we can prove u3[1] <u3[2]. From this, u4[1] <u4[2] is derived. We 
can finally prove u4[2] <u4[3]. Taking the conjunction of the facts proved so far, we 
obtain a proof that looks like Fig. 1. 
‘In this formalization, arrays do not have an upper bound. 
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Since the proof has a simple iterative structure, it is expected that one can construct 
an inductive proof by folding an iteration of similar proofs into an induction, and 
obtain a proof of ViVj(j<i?ai+2[j]<ai+Z[j+ 11). Under the framework of ordi- 
nary first-order arithmetic, however, the inductive proof cannot be obtained so easily. 
First of all, the above proposition must be translated to the bounded quantification 
Vj( j < 2 XI a4 [j] < a4 [j + 1 I). Since proofs of bounds such as j d 2 do not appear in the 
concrete proof, they must be appropriately generated and inserted. Moreover, as the 
index j in as[ j] < Q[: j + l] increases, the number of iteration decreases. This requires 
the ability to do arithmetical reasoning on bounds. These are the motivations for 
proposing a new typed I-calculus in this paper. The calculus allows implicit reasoning 
on bounds, because arithmetical inferences of certain forms are built into its type 
system. 
A more fundamental consequence of using a typed A-calculus is that recursions and 
inductions are treated uniformly because proofs and programs are both represented 
by L-terms. In particular, proofs and programs are uniformly generalized by our 
generalization procedure. 
4. An extension of logical framework 
For purpose of the paper, we extend logical framework [l l] as follows. We first 
introduce the notion of arithmetical variables and terms. 
In addition to ordinary variables, we introduce arithmetical variables that range 
over nonnegative integers. Arithmetical variables are denoted by Greek letters such 
as x,9. 
Expressions of the following form are called arithmetical terms. 
Notice that as arithmetical terms, we only allow linear expressions of arithmetical 
variables with integer coefficients. In the above arithmetical term, ki denotes an 
integer constant and xi denotes an arithmetical variable. Arithmetical terms are 
denoted by Greek letter such as p,v, etc. Arithmetical terms that are equal by 
computation of coefficients and constants are considered as identical. 
Terms and types of logical framework are then extended. As will be noted again, 
M and F denote terms, and A denotes types. 
l We allow J-abstractions by an arithmetical variable of the form Ax</J. M, and 
ZZ-abstractions by an arithmetical variable of the form l7x <CL. A, where x is an 
arithmetical variable and p is an arithmetical term.2 The abstraction Ix<p. M 
denotes a function that returns M for x satisfying 0 <x < ~1. Abstractions of the form 
Lx < 00. M or of the form Lrx < co. M are also allowed. 
2 As usual, we identify terms that are a-convertible with one another. 
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Expressions of the forms p < v, ,u = v, p Q v, etc., are allowed as types (i.e., proposi- 
tions), where p and v are arithmetical terms. 
An expression of the form ?, < y is allowed as a proof of proposition p<v. Expres- 
sions of the forms ?p=V, ?,,<“, etc., are also allowed. They are called anonymous 
proofs. 
We introduce the recursion operator R. If p is an arithmetical term, and F and M are 
terms, then RpFM is a term. Terms of the form RpFM are called recursion terms. 
The term M in RpFM is called the recursion base of RpFM and F the recursion step. 
RpFM denotes the result of applying recursion step F to recursion base M for 
p times. RpFM is reduced to M if p = 0, and to F(,u - 1) (R(p - 1 )FM) if P > 0. 
In summary, terms in the calculus are defined by the following grammar.’ 
M :I= x 
1lx:M.M ) l7x:M.M 1 MM 
I ~<P.M I nx<~.M I MP 
I P<P I l(=!J I PGP I OGP<Y 
I ?p<p I ?p=p I ?P<P I ?OGl’ki 
I &MM 
According to the above extension, the type system of logical framework is extended 
as follows. Note that by abuse of notation, letters p, v, etc., may also denote the symbol 
cc in the following explanations. 
As an element of a context, we allow an expression of the form x <cc, where x is an 
arithmetical variable and /L is an arithmetical term or co. 
We introduce a judgement of the form r k p<v, which means that PC v always 
holds under the range restrictions for the arithmetical variables in context r. 
Judgements of the following forms are also introduced: r k p=v, r t- p<v, and 
r t- 0 d p < v. Judgements of these forms are called arithmetical judgements. 
The equality between ordinary terms is also explicitly derived as a judgement 
[8, lo]. We introduce a judgement of the form r k M = N, where M and N are 
terms that are not arithmetical. Judgements of this form are defined in terms of 
judgements of the forms r I- MDN and r I- M z N. A judgement r t- MDN means 
that term M reduces to term N under context r. A judgement r k M g N means 
that terms M and N differ only in arithmetical terms having identical values. 
In Figs. 2-8, the extended type system is summarized by a set of inference rules that 
derive the judgements. In the inference rules as well as in the following explanations, 
letters M,N,A,B,F,G, etc., denote ordinary terms that are not arithmetical. In 
3 Types and kinds are considered as terms here. 
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r is an empty context 
r context 
r F AES 
r, x: A context 
r, x <p context 
Fig. 2. Rules for contexts. 
r context 
r F TypeeKind 
r context x:A belongs to r 
r I- xeA 
r k AEType T,x:A F BES 
r k l7x:A.B~s 
r I- AEType T,x:A t- M~lkType 
l- I- Ix:A.MEUX:A.B 
r k Menx:A.Brxl r t- NEA 
r t- MNEB[N] 
l- k MEA l- E A=B 
Fig. 3. Rules for ordinary terms. 
particular, letters A, B, etc., denote types and kinds, and letters F, G, etc., denote 
functional terms. Ordinary variables that are not arithmetical are denoted by letters 
x, y, etc. Contexts are denoted by r. The so called sorts, i.e., Type ( * ) and Kind (o), are 
denoted by s. We use letters i,j, k, 1, m, n, etc., for integer constants. A term with 
a designated variable is denoted by an expression such as M [xl, where x is the 
designated variable. The expression M [N] denotes the result of replacing x with N in 
MCxl- 
A judgement of the form r E MEAES means the conjunction of r t- MEA and 
r F AES. 
Arithmetical judgements of the form r l- ,U < v are defined as in Fig. 5. Judgements 
of the forms r k p = v, r l- p < v, etc., are defined similarly. If x1 <pl, ._. , xn <pu, are 
all elements in context r of the form xi < pi, the validity of the arithmetical judgement 
r t p<v is equivalent to that of the arithmetical formula 
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r,x<p t BES 
I- t IZ~<~.BES 
I- t MEI~~<~.B[x] r I- Odv<p 
r F MwB[v] 
r t p<~ r t v<~ 
r k p<vEType 
r F p~v r F ~~00 
r i- ?pl,~p<~ 
r t v-03 
r t v~p 
r F FEnx<~..[CX]~A[X+l]EType 
r t- MEA[O]EType 
r I- RvFMEA[v] 
Fig. 4. Rules for arithmetical terms. 
r r context. 
Xl<Pl, ..., x,, <,uL, are all the elements in r of the form xi <pi. 
p is an arithmetical term whose variables are among Xi. 
v is such an arithmetical term or co. 
p<v holds for any tuple of integers x1, . . . , x,, such that 
c OGx1 <p1, . . ..OdX”<p”. 
r t ~L<V 
Fig. 5. Rules for arithmetical judgements 
Since it is a Presburger formula [7], its validity is decidable. Moreover, because all the 
quantifiers are universal and placed at the outermost position of the formula, the 
SUP-INF method [4,17] can be used to test its validity. 
By the inference rules, the formula 0 <x1 < p1 A ... A 0 < xn <H is always guaranteed 
to be consistent, i.e., there exist integers x1, . . ., xn that satisfy the formula. This implies 
that two judgements r I- 0 <p and r t- p =0 cannot be simultaneously valid. 
Therefore, a recursion term R@M is not simultaneously reducible to 
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r F RpFkf~F(p - 1) (R(p - 1 )FM) 
r t- RpFM D M 
rt-MDN 
r t- F[M] D F[N] 
r,x:A k M D N 
r i- ,ix:A.ki D 2X:A.N 
r,x:A I- M D N 
r I- l7x:A.M DLIx:A.N 
r,x<p F M D N 
r k i.~<p.M DAx<~.N 
r,x<p F M D N 
r I- lI~-cp.M ~lIx<p.N 
Fig. 6. Rules for reduction. 
r t P=V 
I- I- F[p]rF[v] 
r I- MgN 
r k F[M]zF[N] 
r,x:A t- MEN 
r I- Lx:A.Mzlx:A.N 
r,x:A t- MEN 
r t- Ilx:A. Mgl7x:A.N 
r,x<p k MgN 
r E l7~<p.Mz~<p.N 
Fig. 7. Rules for equivalence. 
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r F M=N 
r t- MEA r t- MEN 
r k M=N 
r I- M=N 
r t N=M 
r t- M=M’ r k M’=M” 
r k M=M” 
Fig. 8. Rules for equality. 
F(p- 1) (R(p- l)FM) and to M. This is the key point when the calculus is shown to 
be Church-Rosser. 
The calculus has the following basic properties for typed A-calculi4 
Proposition 1. The calculus satisfies the subject reduction property, i.e., if r k ME A 
and r F M D N, then r t NEA. 
This property is easily proved from the substitution property of each kind of 
judgement. Note that a type is either a U-abstraction (IZx:A . B or L’x < ~1. A) or of the 
form x..., where variable x is applied to a number of ordinary terms and arithmetical 
terms.5 Therefore, we do not need the Church-Rosser property for proving subject 
reduction. 
The reflexive and transitive closure of r E MDN is denoted by r t MD*N; i.e., 
r E MD*N holds if and only if there exist terms Ml, . . . , M, for some n 2 1 such that 
M=M1, M,rN and r E MiDMi+l for i=l,..., n-1.6 
Proposition 2. The calculus is Church-Rosser, i.e., if r t- ME A, r t MD*M~ and 
r t MD*M~, then there exists term N such that r F MILAN and r k M2~*N.’ 
The Church-Rosser property is proved by the standard parallel reduction method 
[18]. If r E ME A, we can define the complete development MF of term M under 
context r. Following is the key clause in the definition of M F . 
If r k O<p, then (R@M),*=FF(p-l)(R(p-l)F,*Mf). If r t p=O, then 
(RpFM)F=MF. Otherwise, (RpFM);F=RpFSM,*. 
4These will be more formally treated in [14]. 
5 In this sense, our calculus is based on the weak version of logical framework. 
6As is usual, = denotes syntactical identity. 
‘We do not have pconversion in this version of the calculus. 
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Since r is consistent, r i-0 < ~1 and r I- p = 0 are not simultaneously valid. Therefore, 
(R@M)f is well-defined. We need the subject reduction property to complete the 
proof, because the consistency of context r (i.e, that of the formula 
o<xr </Ll A ... A O<xn <,LL~) is guaranteed by the fact that terms are well-typed. 
Proposition 3. If r F M = N, then there exist terms M’ and N’ such that r F Mb*M’, 
r F ND*N’ and r I- M’zN’. 
Proposition 4. The calculus satisfies type unicity, i.e., ifr F- ME A and r I- ME B, then 
r t- A=B.* 
Type unicity can be easily proved by inspecting the inference rules. 
Proposition 5. The calculus is strongly normalizing, i.e., if r F MEA, then there does 
not exist an infinite sequence of terms M,,, MI, M,, . . . such that M,,= M and 
r !- MiDMi+lfOr i=O, 1,2, . . . 
As in the original logical framework [ll], the strong normalizabilitity of the 
calculus can be proved from that of the corresponding simply typed calculus, which 
has types of the forms ITx <P. A and A+B, but does not have dependent function 
types of the form ZIx:A . B. The strong normalizabilitity of the latter calculus can be 
proved by the standard computability method. Following is the key clause in the 
definition of the reducibility predicate RED(T, A). 
r I- MEI~x<~.A, 
RED(T,ZIx<p.A)= M MvERED(T,A[v/fj) 
1 
(“v such that r k OGV<~) 
1. 
We finally have the decidability of typechecking as a result of the above proposi- 
tions. 
Proposition 6. Typechecking in the calculus is decidable. 
The extension we have made to typed J-calculi is similar to that of logic program- 
ming by constraints. Arithmetical judgements correspond to constraints in a goal, 
while judgements of other kinds are considered as ordinary atoms in a goal. The initial 
goal consists of the judgement to be derived, which is of the form r I- MEA. 
Ordinary typechecking algorithm cooperates with the constraint solver in the sense 
that the constraint solver verifies arithmetical judgements while other judgements are 
backchained (resolved) with inference rules. Notice that reduction is also controlled 
by the constraint solver. 
s We do not have the subtype relation in this version of the calculus. 
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5. Generalization procedure 
The generalization procedure is roughly of the following form. 
while a recursion step is found from a repetition of similar terms do 
while a subterm that is an iteration of the recursion step is found do 
replace the iteration with a recursion term 
end while 
end while 
In the rest of this section, we explain how to find a recursion step and how to replace 
a subterm with a recursion term. 
5.1. Join operation 
As is explained in Section 5.2, we use the join operation, denoted by 
Join( (MI, . . . , M,}), for constructing a recursion step in the generalization proce- 
dure. It compares terms M,, . . . , M,, ignoring the difference of constant parts of 
arithmetical terms. Moreover, it is defined such that Join ({R,&‘M, M})= M. The 
formal definition of Join( { MI, . . . , M,}) follows those of two relations - and CI, 
which are binary relations between terms. 
If two arithmetical terms differ only in their constant parts, they are said to be 
approximately equal. For example, 4 - 2~ + q is approximately equal to 3 - 2~ + q. If 
two terms differ only in approximately equal arithmetical terms, they are also said to 
be approximately equal. We write M-N when M and N are approximately equal. 
The reflexive and transitive relation r.), which is compatible with the structure of 
a term, is then defined as follows. 
l If M-N, then M-N. If p-v, then p-v. 
l RpFM-+M. 
l If ,u*v, F-+G and M-N, then RpFM-*RvGN. 
l If,u-+v and M-N, then Lx<~.M+Ax<v.N. 
l Similarly for other kinds of term. 
l If M-M’ and M’-+M”, then M-+M”. 
Notice that ~1) contains the approximate equality -, i.e., M-N implies M-N. 
Let {M,, . . . . M,} be a nonempty finite set of terms. By the following rules, we 
compute a term denoted by Join( { MI, . . . , M,}), which satisfies 
Join( {MI, ...) Mn})*Mi. 
Note that the term Join( {MI, . . . , M,}) may not be well-typed, even if M,, . . . , M. are. 
l If MI-M,- . ..-M., then Join({MI, . . . . M,})=M,.’ If ,~i-p~-.‘.-ji,,, then 
Joint{ p1, . . . . A))=PI. 
‘MI is chosen arbitrarily from the set {M,, . . . , M,}. 
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If Mi~R~iFiNi for i= 1, . . . . m (1 <m <VI) and Mi does not begin with R for 
i=m+l,...,n, then 
Join((M,, . . . . M,}) 
rRJoin({p,, . . . . p,})Join({F,, . . . . F,,,})Join((Nl, . . . . N,,,,M,,,+l, . . . . M,}). 
We assume that the left-hand side is not defined if some part of the right-hand side 
is not defined. 
If MiGIx</Li, NT then 
Join({M,, . . . . M,))sA~<Join({p~, . . . . p,,})Join({N,, . . . . N,}). 
Similarly for ordinary i-abstractions and n-abstractions. 
If Mi ~ FiCLi, then 
Join({M,, . . . . M,})rJoin({F,, . . . . F,})Join((,ul, . . . . pm}). 
Similarly for ordinary applications. 
If MiE,Ui<Viy then 
Join({Ml, . . . . M,})rJoin((pl, . . . . p.})<Join({v,, . . . . v”}). 
Similarly for = , <, etc. 
In other cases, Join( {Ml, . . . , M,}) is not defined. 
Proposition 7. If Join( {Ml, . . . , M,,}) is dejined, then 
Join({Mi, ..., Mn})-Mi for i= 1, . . . . n. 
5.2. Finding a recursion step 
In order to reconstruct an induction from the given concrete proof, we first search 
the proof for two iterations of some recursion step, i.e. we search for a term fi such 
that ii? = M [l, M [0, MO]] for some terms M [x, x] and M. .l” This in general requires 
us to solve the equationfl(fOz)= Ii?, wherefand z are unknowns [12,13]. In order to 
solve the equation, we need to do higher-order unification in the extended calculus, 
whose efficient procedure is difficult to implement because the calculus has recursion 
terms. 
Instead, we take the following practical approach in this paper. We search for 
a term &!i of the form M2 [Ml [MO]], where x occurs exactly once in Ml [x] and M2 [x], 
and Join( {Ml [xl, M2 [xl}) is defined. We then put M’[x] = Join( {Ml [xl, M2 [x] 1). 
Following is a naive procedure for searching for Ii?. For each pair of nodes in the 
tree representation of term M, where one node is an ancestor of the other, the 
procedure looks down from the offspring node to check if the same path from the 
lo Henceforth, we assume that M[x, x] is neither a type nor a kind. 
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Fig. 9. Searching for a repetition. 
ancestor to the offspring is repeated (Fig. 9). If it finds a repetition, it calls the join 
operation. 
After M’[x] is obtained as above, we generalize M’[x] by introducing a new 
arithmetical variable x, and replacing each occurrence of an arithmetical term in 
M’[x] of the form 
with an arithmetical term of the form 
where k and f are (new) unknown integers. These unknown integers are distinct for 
each occurrence of an arithmetical term in M’[x]. The result of generalization is 
denoted by M [x, x]. Note that M [IX, X] rj Mi [X] holds for i = 1,2. 
Let r be the context for the term M2[M,[MO]] and assume r t M,EA,, 
r F M,[M,]EA, and r I- M,[M,[M,,]]EA~. As we obtained M[;,x] from 
Jom( {M, [xl, MI [xl > )> we also generalize Join( {A,, Al, A,}) to A[x] by introducing 
unknown integers. Note that A[x]-+Ai holds for i=O, 1,2. 
Depending on situations, Ai must also be processed by the generalization proced- 
ure; i.e., subterms in Ai must be replaced with recursion terms whose recursion steps 
have been found so far. 
It remains to instantiate the unknown integers in M [x,x 
Section 5.3. 
5.3. Introducing a recursion term. 
,] and A[x 1. We do it in 
Assume that we have obtained M[x, x] and A [x] as in Section 5.2. We then search 
the given concrete proof for a term # of the form 
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such that 
0 n>l, 
0 M[X,X]-)Ni[X] for i=l, . . . . n, 
l A[x]*& for i=O, 1, . . . . n, where r l- Ni[Ni_,[..‘[N,[N,[N,]]]...]]EBi. 
The term M, [Ml [i&l], which were used to compute M[x, x] and A [xl, may be 
taken as N, but we look for a maximal term satisfying the above conditions, and make 
n as large as possible. We also apply M [x, x] to terms in the proof that do not contain 
M2[M1[Mo]]. This means that we propagate the recursion step throughout the 
entire proof. 
Depending on situations, Bi must be processed by the generalization procedure. 
After fixing the term fi, we introduce another unknown integer m, and instantiate 
the unknowns in M[x,x] and A[x], including m, so that the following judgements 
become valid.’ ’ 
r,x:A[i-l] k 
r t- A[i]=Bi 
~,X<m,x:~CXI 
M[i-l,x]=Ni[x] (for icl,..., n), 
(for i=O, 1, . . . . n), 
k MCX,XIEACX+~I. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
If n>2, we have M[O,x]-+N,[x] and M[l,x]-N,[x]. If we further assume 
M [0, x] - IV1 [x] and M [ 1, x] - IV2 [xl, we can obtain two equations of the following 
forms for each pair of unknowns k and I in M [x, x1.l’ 
0 x k + 1= some constant, 
1 x k + 1= some constant. 
The values of k and 1 are immediately obtained from these equations. We can similarly 
instantiate the unknowns in A[x]. 
If the unknowns in M [x, x] and A [x] have been instantiated as above, the 
judgements (1) and (2) trivially hold. We then try to derive the judgement (3). The 
value of m can be obtained from arithmetical judgements containing x. For example, if 
we encounter a judgement 
r,X<m,x:A[X] F 0<3-x 
in the derivation of (3), we obtain m < 3 (or m = 3). 
Even if n = 1, we have A [0] --‘Be and A [l] +Bi. Therefore, if we assume A [0] - B. 
and A [l] -B, , we can instantiate the unknowns in A [xl. To obtain the values of the 
unknowns in M [x, x], we can only use the judgement (3). This means that M [ x, x] 
must be determined by the typing constraints induced by (3).13 
I1 Instead of (I), we can use a simpler condition that there exists term N’ such that T,x:A[i- l] 
E M[i-l,x]~*N’and r,x:A[i-l] E N’zNi[x]. 
I2 These are derived from the judgement r F M g N. 
I3 One of the problems for typechecking M [x, x] is that we cannot decide how to reduce a recursion term 
RpGK if p contains unknown integers. We must try to reduce RpGK under the hypothesis p>O or p=O. 
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If the unknowns in M [x, x] are uniquely determined by (3), we say that M [ x, x] is 
fully constrained by A [x] and A [x + 11. 
Note that it is not always possible to instantiate the unknowns in M[x, x] and 
A [x] as above. In general, we need an enough number of iterations to instantiate the 
unknowns. 
After the unknowns have been successfully instantiated, we finally replace the term 
N in the proof with the recursion term 
R~(;~x<~.Lx:A[x].M[x,x])N~ 
if m has been instantiated, or with the recursion 
if m need not be instantiated. 
Notice that we find a recursion step from two iterations of the step, while we 
introduce a recursion term even for one iteration. Moreover, the relation * allows 
zero iterations (i.e., recursion base) to be matched with a recursion term. 
5.4. Bottom-up procedure 
The generalization procedure indefinitely iterates the two operations explained so 
far, i.e. finding a recursion step and introducing a recursion term. It is of the following 
form. 
while term M [x, x] is found do 
while term N is found do 
replace N with a recursion term 
end while 
end while 
In order to effectively iterate the operations, the procedure must be applied in 
a bottom-up fashion from inner subterms to outer ones in the given proof. In 
particular, we apply it to terms representing programs before terms representing 
proofs. 
The generalization procedure is sound in the following sense. 
Proposition 8. Zf r F MEA and M is generalized to M’ by the procedure, then 
r k M=M’. 
6. Reconstructing triangular inductions 
Assume that the given concrete proof contains proofs of the three propositions 
B[2,0], B[2, l] and B[2,2] and the three proofs take the forms in Fig. 10. B[l,O] is 
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B[O,O] O<l 
. . . . . . 
B[l,O] 0<2 B[l,l] 1<2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
B CWI BP,11 B CT 21 
Fig. 10. Triangular induction. 
a proof from B [0, 0] and 0 < 1, B [2,0] is a proof from B [ 1, O] and 0 < 2, etc. This is the 
result of expanding an induction which we call trianguhr induction. 
The proof i i in Fig. 10 is assumed to be uniform in the sense that it can be 
represented by the term M [x,q,x, y] such that the following judgement is valid. 
r,x<co, ~~00, x:BCx,ql, y:vl<x+l t- MCX,~,X,YI~BCX+L~I. 
The proof i is also uniform and represented by the term N [ x] such that the following 
is valid. 
r,x<m I- NCXI~NX,XI. 
Therefore, the three proofs are represented by the following three terms Ml, Mz and 
M3. 
M~~MC1,0,M[O,O,NCOl,?o<~l,?o<~l, 
M,=MCLLN11,?,<J, 
M3=N[2]. 
Now, assume that B [i,j] is of the form T(b [i, j]), where b [i, j] is a term of type boo1 
under the following context. 
bool: Type 
t: boo1 
T: boo1 -Type 
tt: Tt 
and: boo1 +bool+bool 
andI: Z7wl:bool .I7w,:bool .(TwI)+(Tw+(T(and w1w2)) 
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and denotes conjunction and andI the introduction rule of conjunction. T is used to 
change a boolean value into a proposition (i.e., a type). t denotes truth and tt is 
a proof of Tt. By anti, tt and the above three terms M,,, MI and Mz, we can construct 
a proof of position 
T(ad (b C2,21 (and QJ C&11 W@ P, 01) t ))I 
as follows. 
amu @ CL 01) (and (b CT 11) (and@ CL 21) t 1) 
MC1,0,MCO,O,NCOI,?~<~l,?~<~l 
(ma PC& ll)(and(bC2,2l)t) 
ML-LLNL-~I,?I<J 
(ma (b C&2 I) t 
NPltt)) 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. The above proof is generalized to the following one by the generalization 
procedure,provided that M[~+l,l,~,?,,,+~] isfullyconstrainedbyB[~+l,l,x,y] 
and B[x+~, 1,x, y]. 
R3(Aq<3.Aw:T(Ri&<3.Aw:bool .and(b[2,2-X])w)t). 
ma(bC2,2-rll) 
(Rq(lX<3.lw:bool .and(b[2,2-X])w)t) 
(Rv](;i~<co .Ax:T(b[X+2-q,2-u]). 
MCX+~-YI,~-~~,~,?,-,,,+,-,I) 
NV-VI) 
WI 
tt 
The type of the proof is generalized as follows. 
T(R3(A[<3.Aw:bool .and(b[2,2-[])w)t) 
We prove the theorem by actually generalizing the above proof. If we apply the 
generalization procedure, we can find the recursion step in MO because we have two 
iterations of M. Let Fi,j denote the term 
Ax:B[i,j]. M[i,j,x, ?j<i+l]. 
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By the generalization procedure, Ml, and M2 are rewritten as follows. 
R2(&< ~0, F,,o)NCOl, R~(~x<~.~,+LIPWI 
Note that M2 is successfully rewritten by the assumption of the theorem. 
From the term and(b[2,1]) (and&[& 2])t), we first find the recursion step 
Ax < 3. AZ: boo1 . and(b[2,2 - x])z. Let ri ,j denote the recursion term 
Ri(l~<j. Aw:bool .and(b[2,2-~])w)t. 
U sing ri,j, the above proof is rewritten as follows. 
~J-KII (bC2,01)r2,~ 
WAX < ~0. F,,,WPJl 
(=a @CZ llIr1.3 
R~(~<~.F,+I,IWC~I 
(anti (b P, 21) t 
NC21 tt)) 
We finally find the following recursion step. 
1q<3.Aw:Trq,,. andI(bC2,2-?I)r,,,(Rrl(~~<co.F,+,-,,,-,)NC2-rlI)w 
The entire proof is generalized to 
R3(Aq<3.11w:Tr,,3. 
WII (bC2,2-V]l)r,,3(Rrl(lZX<oo .F,+,-,,,-,)NC~-~I)W) 
tt. 
This is the proof stated in the theorem. 
Let us finally remark that since the result is of type Tr3,3, by simply replacing 
number 2 by a variable i and number 3 by c+ 1, we obtain the proof 
R([+l)(Iq~i+l.Aw:Tr,,~+i. 
andI(bC5,i--l)r,,i+1(R?(~~<co.F,+i-,,i-,)NCr--l)w) 
tt. 
whose type is TrC+l,S+l. 
7. Concluding remarks 
Representing proofs as i-terms is not only theoretically important but is also 
practically useful, where one wants to manipulate formal proofs. In this paper, 
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reconstructing inductions and reconstructing recursions can be realized by a single 
procedure because proofs and programs are both represented as terms. 
However, as logic programming has been extended with domain-specific know- 
ledge formulated in the form of constraints, if type theory is to find more applications, 
it is also necessary to extend it with application-specific knowledge as we did in this 
paper. We consider that it is important to build a general theory for incorporating 
constraints into type theory. One of the research issues is to investigate whether basic 
properties such as Church-Rosser or strong normalization hold in a calculus with 
constraints. 
Whether a proof is written by hand or generated by a theorem prover, automati- 
cally reconstructing inductions is an important and interesting research issue. How- 
ever, it would be nice if an environment for writing formal proofs allows one to write 
a proof about a concrete example first and then manually generalize the concrete 
proof by explicitly specifying appropriate induction steps in it. Although automatic 
reconstruction of inductions requires more researches, implementing such an environ- 
ment is not a very difficult task and will immediately improve the user-interface for 
writing formal proofs. 
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